Click Here to Start

Type your name into the box and click ok. If you have used the dictionary before, click on the Names List Button and choose your name from the list and click Ok.

Program Navigation Buttons:
- Surprise Me: randomly selects a letter and a picture from the dictionary.
- Back: reviews previous page.
- Index: Select or type a word to search in the dictionary.
- Home: return to the main screen.
- Help: program help.
- Options: change program, print, screen options for the program.
- Goodbye: exits the program.
There are three main categories to navigate from:

**Games:** play letter and word games
- Spell It: click on the picture to hear a word and click on the letter to spell it.
- Alphabet Scramble: click to choose the scrambled, rotating letters of the alphabet to put them in order.
- Guess What? Read the question then choose the correct word.
- What’s that Noise? Click on the doors to hear a sound then click on the picture to match the sound.

**Dictionary:** Enter the dictionary
- Dictionary Words: full dictionary. Click on the letters of the alphabet or the pictures to hear words, sounds, and picture descriptions.

**Activities:** Complete letter and word activities.
- Reward Stars: collect stars as you complete pages in the program. You can cash your reward stars in for prizes.
- Sticker Hunt: choose one of the sticker groups to begin the game. Next choose a sub group. Click on the sticker to begin the sticker hunt in the dictionary.
- All About Me: complete a step-by-step activity to create an about me story.